


 
Supporting Sustainable Water use in the Namoi Catchment 

 
The supplementary rule will form part of the Namoi Water Resource Plan which will require 
accreditation under s.246 of the Water Act 2007 (Cwth).  DPI Water has previously stated they do 
not consider the 50:50 supplementary flow sharing will change the outcome for native fish in the 
Namoi. No offsets are proposed.  

The Supplementary flow sharing project and interim findings from DPI Fisheries indicates the change 
to supplementary flow rules will not impact on Native fish, this is because over half the 
supplementary extraction occurs on the artificial Gunidgera Pian System and existing baseflows meet 
all but one of flow indicators required for fish. This modelling has been provided to NSW DPI Fisheries 
and OEH forming part of the NSW concurrence agreement.  It is unlikely the flow sharing study will 
support the initial hypothesis presented as the case for the change to the flow sharing ; that pre-
spring pulses deliver significant environmental benefit in the Namoi.  

To address the NSW Government commitment to no net reduction of environmental protections in 
water sharing plans, DPI Water proposed to fix the Plan Limit by defining it by the WSP rules in place 
at commencement of the initial management plan i.e. 1 July 2004 - this will mean that the Plan Limit 
will not increase as a result of this amendment. In effect this will ensure that the volume of planned 
environmental water protected by the WSP is unaltered as a result of the proposed amendment. 
Further, recent modelling indicates that ‘current’ diversions in the Namoi Valley are considerably 
lower than diversions under the ‘Plan Limit’. This modelling also indicates that the proposed 
amendments will not cause diversions to exceed the Plan Limit. 

The current MDBA interpretation of the Commonwealth Water Act relating to no net reduction of 
environmental protection is likely to result in a protracted Basin Plan implementation and possibly 
will stall the process for many plans. 

The change to 90:10 does not change the volume of water provided to the environment, but the 
months of the year when the access occurs for the environment may vary. This is because the long-
term extraction limit which establishes the environment and consumptive shares remains 
unchanged. The baseflow is protected in the rules that currently exist.  All NSW Water Sharing Plans 
have 3% allowances which was included as a tolerance for model accuracy to prevent usage falsely 
trigging compliance action. The 90:10 rule was originally proposed as having less than 3% impact.  
The change to 50:50 supplementary flow sharing also fits within this tolerance.  

This positon on planned environmental water will likely constrain the MDBA ability to make changes 
to the use of environmental water in the future for the environments benefit – it should be noted 
that our understanding is NSW only proposes change where it does not impact on the plan limit.   

Further sensible changes to plan rules for valleys such as the Murrumbidgee, required to simplify 
interpretation would not be possible under current MDBA interpretation.  Plan accreditation – is in 
the interest of all parties to facilitate the implementation of SDL and rule changes that do not effect 
long term environmental reliability.  
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NSW Sustaining the Basin Irrigated farm Modernisation Program : The onfarm efficiency program 
has taken 4 years to generate 3800 megs of water savings from the bulk of the funded Namoi 
Projects.   
 
Under current criteria and funding limits there is no further interest in the program from Namoi 
Irrigators.   
 

To facilitate the uptake of the remaining recovery target through the onfarm modernisation 
program the following adjustments would need to be implemented.   

- Increased minimum price to $5,500/ML 
- Extend timeframe for signup to program and timeframe of works to be completed (allowing 

for physical works to be completed in summer 2018/2019. 
- Fund 100% of works (as per southern on farm modernisation) 
- Allow projects anywhere in the target valleys, but maintain the current list of eligible 

entitlements (as per first round) 
- Remove minimum transfer volume and encourage smaller Irrigators to consider projects 
- Significant time delays are occurring due to LPI Transfer of title taking 4-5 months resulting 

in the time lag between signing of contract and 1st payment taking over 8 months.  This 
effects the future of projects that could be proposed as viable in any remaining rounds 
within current time limits.  

- In earlier STBIFM rounds and in other valleys works could be started as soon as the project 
is approved allowing a greater window of opportunity for works to be completed. Current 
STBIFM rules prohibit works starting until deeds are signed which has led to missed 
opportunities to carry out some works.  Works should be able to begin at the irrigators risk 
as soon as the project receives approval as was the case in early rounds. 

 

Conclusion: In short the option proposed gives all parties certainty that a triple bottom line approach 
is possible using reasonable decision making.  Namoi Irrigators would support the MDBA decision 
publicly and work with irrigators to ensure remaining target recovery is facilitated through STBIFM 
program.   



 




